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Abstract

There is a large body of scholarship in circulation that has examined the causal relationship

between economic factors and output growth leading up to the Asian Financial Crisis of 1997,

many of which proposing speculative attacks on the Thai economy as the primary cause. Yet

despite its relevance to the study of the pre-crisis Thai economy, there are currently no studies

examining the price movements of non-ferrous metals as indicators leading up to the event.

This paper examines and compares the metal markets in the semiconductor-dominant Thai

market in the mid-90s as an insight into the predictive value of metal prices over the short-,

medium- and long-terms. Our study finds that, when assumptions are held, some non-ferrous

metals appear to have great value as short- and long-term recession predictors.

1 Introduction

In the run up to the crisis of 1997, Thailands economy posted an average sub-10pct growth year-on

year. This was the period of the semiconductor boom, with large multinational companies funnelling

large amounts of capital to newly-industrialized nations and their large stocks of cheap labor. One
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of the beneficiaries of this was Thailand and its nascent semiconductor market. By the late 80s and

early 90s, a good part of the Thai economy was propped up by large inflows of investment capital

(Basu & Miroshnik, 2000) and along with that the taking off of its equity and real estate market.

In quiet, speculative money grew and so did a bubble. Demand for non-ferrous metals used in the

production of semiconductors also hit new highs. Yet beneath the veneer of the industrial activity,

fragility was still in the bones of the Thai economy - characterized by a floundering export climate

through the early and mid 90s and deep current account deficits that Thailand never seemed to pull

out off. So when the semiconductor industry began to slump, the Thai economy was essentially left

defenseless and vulnerable. In one fell swoop, the broad of speculators that gathered the speculative

markets in Thailand, and certainly beyond, was taken out.

While the crisis itself was possibly unpreventable given the exogeneity of circumstances leading

up to the event, there are merits in its study. The primary objective of this paper is to determine

whether predictors exist, embedded in the pre-crisis metal markets, that could have helped provide

a prescience to the circumstance and thereby mitigate the destructive fallout associated with the

crisis.

2 Literature Review

The body of literature currently in circulation that deals with modelling leading indicators for im-

pending financial crises often deal with macro-financial data. One of the earlier attempts singularly

studied the yield curve as a predictor of US recessions (Estrella & Mishkin, 1996) and provided a

strong argument for the usage of the probit method as a useful tool to model event probabilities.

Consequently, this method of analysis gained currency over the following years from modelling busi-

ness cycles to dating (Bamara, 2006; Dopke, 1999; Katsuura & Layton, 2001). Similarly published

at the end of the last century in the International Monetary Fund Staff Paper series was a paper

studying a more comprehensive array of classical macro-economic indicators, like international re-

serves, domestic real interest rates, imports and exports (Kaminsky, Lizondo & Reinhart, 1998).

This provided one of the first attempts at modelling a generalized warning system via a compos-
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ite of indicators. Nonetheless, there has never been a paper that has covered an industry-specific

approach to a recession.

3 Definitions and Methodology

Since a predictive model necessitates a demarcated timeframe, one of the dicier issues in this study

is in regards to the definition of the start and end points of the crisis. There are, in theory, many

unofficial definitions of a recession, with different econometric models pursuant to the authors choice

of definition. In general, the accepted understanding of a recession is certainly any period of decline

in economic activity (Claessens & Kose, 2009). Given the privy, the author of this paper has

chosen to define the scope of a recession as at least two consecutive quarters of negative growth.

And since this specifies a nominal, binary response, the analysis henceforth is therefore provided

by the probit model. The primary merit being the provision of a clean and intuitive interface upon

which conclusions may be drawn, the secondary being the long tradition of scholarship devoted to

this process. In general, the non-heteroskedastic probit model assumes a given dependent variable

characterized by a dichotomous outcome given by a vector I of n independent variables, transformed

into a continuous variable and taking on a normal distribution:

P = pr(Y = 1|X) = φ[β1X1i + β2X2i + β3X3i + ...βnXni]

=
1√
2π

∫ I=
∑
βiXi

−∞
e

t2

2 dt (1)

, where phi provides the restriction on the model that results in a value between zero and 1, and

where, by symmetry, when Y=0, the probability is 1-P. The probability of a recession is thus given

as the area under the normal distribution from negative infinity to estimated I.

The model, which assumes that variance in the error term is constant, ie homoskedastic, was

chosen over the heteroskedastic probit, since: (i) each univariate probit regression deals with a

single independent variable and how it relates to changes in the probability of our dependent
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variable over time (as opposed to relating changes in the probability of our dependent variable with

different variables cross-sectionally) ,(ii) the heteroskedastic probit model has been found to be

fragilely specified (Keele, 2006) and as a consequence is rarely used by researchers studying leading

indicators. In sum, the lack of overt heteroskedastic tendencies in our data, and certainly of the

form of research undertaken, do not necessitate the unorthodox usage of the modified probit.

4 Data

The data collected for the analysis is as follows: (i) From the second quarter of 1995 to the third

quarter of 1997, the quarterly percentage change in GDP data of Thailand; (ii) From the second

quarter of 1995 to the third quarter of 1997, the quarterly percentage price changes in the non-

ferrous metals(excluding copper and nickel) spot market. From a static evaluation of each individual

data point, we obtain a forecast some k quarters ahead (where k=2 for short term, k=4 for medium

term and k=8 for long term), and coded for 1=recession and 0=no recession if we witnessed one

or the other k quarters from a given point. The choice of data collected for this study is intuitive;

we avoided yearly and bi-yearly data due to its diminished precision, and monthly data due to the

noise that short-term data often creates. Quarterly data thus ensures minimum noise for as much

precision as we need.

A Variance Inflation Factor test was then conducted via least squares on all lagged periods with

all variables (Tables 1.1-1.5) to ascertain variable suitability. Since VIF from the regressions of

all independent variables on the remaining independent variables are less than 10, the variables

selected do not violate the assumption of non-multicollinearity (When the R-squared between any

given pair of independent variables is greater than 0.9, the VIF is greater than 10. This provides a

common threshold of determining multicollinearity (Kopalle & Mela, 2002)).

What is endeavored to be achieved by this paper is now clear; a post-mortem analysis of the

1997 Asian Financial Crisis from the perspective of the industry (through metal prices as a proxy

for industrial demand and supply). This comparison allows us to determine the first movers prior to

the crisis and provide a useful reference for future pre-emptive hedges against crises of such nature.
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Of course, it is noted that the non-ferrous metal market is not immune to its own speculation,

however, with the removal of the more speculative non-ferrous metals - copper and nickel (Papp

et al., 2008)- the price movements of the remaining metals are an acceptable proxy for industrial

supply and demand. Further it is noted that price data, as opposed to inventory data, is often more

accessible to the general public which would allow the results of this study to be referenced by the

lay investor in other similar contexts.

5 Estimation

The analysis of estimated indicator performance is based on the z-statistic and the McFadden′s

R-squared, the latter being a pseudo R-squared adopted in logistical regressions, given by:

R2
m = 1− ln(L(Mfull))

ln(L(Mint))
(2)

Since the log-division component of the equation takes on a value between 0 and 1, the primary

characteristic of this parameter is similar to its least squares counterpart, taking on values between

zero and 1 as descriptors of how well a model specifies the investigated variable. However, unlike

the OLS R-squared, the McFadden′s R-squared accepts lower values as indicators of good fit, with

anything between 0.2 and 0.4 considered as an excellent fit (McFadden, 1977). In our analysis, we

first observe this pseudo R-squared value to determine if the independent variable is a good fit. If

so, we then observe its marginal effect on the dependent variable.

In probit modelling, the sign of the coefficient only gives the direction of change and not the

actual marginal effect on the dependent variable. To find the actual marginal effect, we assume the

properties of the cumulative distribution function and derive the actual marginal effect via the first

order condition of (1):
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∂P

∂Xi
=

1

2
[1 + erf

Xi√
2

]βXi (3)

which is the standard normal probability density function (of zero mean and unit variance) evaluated

at a given value of an independent variable. Considering the form of our data set, we modified the

coefficient of the independent variable from the preceding first order condition by a hundredth so

that a one percent change in the independent variable corresponds directly with a one percent

change in the dependent variable:

ME =
1

2
[1 + erf

Xi√
2

](
1

100
)βXi (4)

Since there are various x values in a data set, one convention (which shall be applied here) is to

take the mean of the marginal effects evaluated at each value of the given independent variable,

summed then averaged. Given nine values for each variable in our data set:

AME = (
1

9
)

9∑
n=1

[
1

2
[1 + erf

Xin√
2

](
1

100
)βXin] (5)

This provides a closer approximation of the partial effects of an independent variable on the de-

pendent variable vis-a-vis the marginal effect evaluated at the mean (Bartus, 2005). Therefore, we

derive a modified average marginal effect (AME) of the independent variable which describes the

direction and strength of an independent variable′s relationship with the dichotomous dependent

variable.
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6 Results and Discussion

Salient findings are detailed in table 3, distilled from the probit regression results detailed in tables

2.1-2.13: Based on our findings, we observe that Tin is a fair short-term indicator, with a 1 percent-

age increase in the price of Tin resulting in a more than 2.4 percent decrease in the probability of

a recession seen two quarters from that change, while Aluminium is an appropriate medium-term

indicator, with a 1 percentage increase in the price of aluminium resulting in a more than 8 percent

increase in the probability of a recession seen four quarters from that change.

We also observe that Lead and Zinc perform extremely well as long-term indicators, with a

1 percentage increase in the price of lead resulting in a 10.5 percent increase in the probability

of a recession seen eight quarters from that change and a 1 percentage increase in the price of

Zinc resulting in an approximately 8.9 percent decrease in the probability of a recession seen eight

quarters from that change We note that while there is, in theory, no upper or lower bound to

the percentage changes in prices, the changes in probability of a recession are moving within the

bounds of 0 and 1 given by the density function, therefore an eight to ten percent change should

be interpreted significantly. Immediate conclusions, however, cannot be drawn from the above.

We assume that, a priori, all four metals each have exclusive (non-substitutable) functions in

the semiconductor industry and low trading volatility, yet we observe contradictory movements in

metal prices and their recession predictions: Aluminium and Lead being positive indicators and

Tin and Zinc being negative. Taking the derivative of recession probability with regard to price

change, p, the following holds:

∂P

∂p(DDal)
,

∂P

∂p(DDlead)
> 0;

∂P

∂p(DDtin)
,

∂P

∂p(DDzinc)
< 0 (6)

Where price is some positive function of demand. Given a priori assumptions, we further postulate

that demand for all four metals and their recession predictions should move in tandem, ceteris

paribus. Specifically, if price movements are antecedent to the recession, recession probability

should be a negative function of price change, or simply:
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P = −α(p) (7)

Some observations from our probit model however indicate otherwise.

Two (divergent) possibilities may be drawn: (i) price movements of the primary semiconductor

metals in the industry is not evidenced to be indicative of the recession in 1997, but only appear

to be leading indicators by incident; (ii) Both metals of the Tin-Zinc pair are leading indicators,

with each having a substitutable function and thus a substitute metal within the pair. Assuming

substitutability, we observe the following cross-price elasticity:

∂DDm1

∂pm2
∗ pm2

DDm1
> 0 (8)

For equation (8) and thus conclusion (ii) to hold, metals, M1 and M2, when chosen, must be from

a single pair of metals that moved in tandem with the change in recession probability (given by

our probit), either Tin-Zinc or Aluminium-Lead. However, as established earlier, only Tin-Zinc

moved in our postulated direction given by (7), therefore metals, M1 and M2, must individually be

one from the tin-zinc pair. A theoretical consideration, however, is that, as substitutes, a runaway

inflationary scenario exists, where an increase in the price of M1 leads to an increase in the demand

for M2 and thus the price for M2 and thus the demand for M1, since it must hold that the cross

price elasticities of M1 vis-a-vis M2 and M2 vis-a-vis M1 are simultaneously greater than zero.

This is nonetheless mitigated by the inelastic and ponderous nature of physical stock contracts.

Accordingly, from our results, zinc prices moved first as the leading indicator k=8 quarters ahead

of the recession, with tin prices lagging as the short term leading indicator k=2 quarters ahead.

Therefore, the condensed form of conclusions (i) and (ii) is that if Tin-Zinc substitutability exists,

then both from the Tin-Zinc pair of metals are true leading indicators, otherwise there are none.
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7 Conclusion

Based on our in-sample probit analysis, we may tentatively conclude that, where assumptions are

held, tin and zinc do appear to have value as short- and long-term indicators respectively. This

model may be extended upon further investigations made to determine the substitutability of tin and

zinc in the semiconductor industry. Lastly, similar tests of substitutability may then be conducted

on various input pairs for all out-of-sample, binary-specified, pre-crisis economies to investigate the

extendibility of this model.

8 Appendix
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